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At General Election May 8
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BY MILT- HUNTING-ION

Sixteen candidates were nominated Tuesday for the offices of
president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer of the General
Student Senate.
Four candidates were nominated by the Senate for each position.
University students will vote for these candidates at the General
Spring Elections, Tuesday, May 8.
Chosen as candidates for president of the Sellate are: Hien

Newhall, RegiFred
Halt' Collins, and William Law,
all juniors.
Candidates for vice president are:
James Hambleton, Frank Young,
James Conley, and William Farley,
sophomores.
Candidates for secretary are: Judy
DeNlerchant. Betty Buzzell, Barbara
Kelley, and Marcella Mitchell, also
sophomores.
Candidates for treasurer are: Helen
Prof. David McCord Wright of Inman. Judith Adams, Sheila Pelasi,
McGill University will speak on and Janet Collins, freshmen.
"American Capitalism and Com- Choose Alternate
petitive Co-Existence" at the anAn alternate for the treasurers
nual Scholarship Recognition As- nomination V.:.ts Francia Gott. Miss
sembly at 10 a.m. tomorrow in Collins seas also a nominee for treasurer of the WorrLn's Student GovernMemorial gym.
Prof. Wright, a William Dow pro- ment Association. In the event Miss
fessor of Economics at McGill. has a Collins was elected treasurer of
become
B.A. degree from the University of WSGA, Miss Gott %kendd
treasSenate
for
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fourth
the
University
Penn., a I.1..D. from the
of Va.. and both M.A. and Ph.D. de- urer.
to hold .ceret ballotI'
A
:trees from Harvard.
Wright formerly taught at the Uni- ing v.as wade hitt thi- lte-t when
versity of Nia. Law School. He has it was not ace led.
Discussion on each candidate was
served as a member of the National
prior to the setting. Nearly all
held
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David Wright
To Speak At
Assembly
erner and Joel Kates, veteran Maine MaSfille performers. rehearse a -tame for the nest
Robin
Kates plays
Maaque play -Candida'' which will he presented at the Little Theatre May 2, 3, 4, and 5. t,
)
Jr •/;;/
ki'!1e,;(:
• *sur in the play while Mrs. Weimer play - Id, wife.
the part of a

Bruce Says He Will
Weicorne Senate Probe
Harold L. Bruce. manager of the l_ niversitv Bookst,..,re. told
the Campus Tuesday
. dim he "would be glad to t::1!: to 1.-presentatives of the General Student Senate in regard to the whole (Bookstore) setup."
-

'Candida' Starts
On Wednesday
theting
triangle eros ides
. ‘. loeca
for -( andida." tl,e Maine Masque's
...1 , 1-4-0.it!,:con or :he se;„r. May 2.
3. 4. and 5 a: the Little Theatre.
hz celebrating its
The Masque ss
w i;h George Bernard
50th an•-!iv;rs
Shaw 's ph:v. the •;or:, of a minister's
soung
ssho f:.1!s in lose vs
poet
antic C
It
hj,.d
romantic
Th e play.
of t`-,e is:lorian Period. will
feature Joel K:•tes and Robin Werner
in the leed roles.
Kates. who has long been :issoci.ited
v,ith the Masque. will take the part
of lames Mor.11. a minister in his
middle
sshiie Mrs. Werner. antaller familiar figure to Maine theatre._ rs. Vk ill plias his wife. Candida.
Eugene Nlarehhanks. portrayed by
lisron Avery. is the I8 year old poet
who falls in lose with Candida.
"Candida." described by the author
as a "pleasant play." will also feature
nrairoral Stillis an as Burgess. Candida's father: Courtney Sargent as
Aievander -Lev t a miller. a voting

Bruce's comment s' as made during T if it is functioning in the hest inter.in interview concerning :h.: Senate's est, of all the students."
decision at its last meeting. April 17,1 A "studs'. cf the bookstore V.:t•
to set LI:, :: committee to ins est:gat,.! :h... ,i;:finition gi..L n to
I- Eric St.:rhirel. prcsi; tec's objective '
the Bookstore.
Brucc added. "Em not doing this !dent of the Symate.
to defend the Bookstore. but to better: The ten-cent fee imposed on the
inform the students so they may have l cashing of eh:eks by the Bookstore
:ignited heated discussion in Senate
a more enlightened viewpoint
Bruce further commented. "I feel ; meetia.:s this winter. Service and the
,hat the student body's attitude is price ef books are also topics the
tustified because of their lack of. Senate has discussed during the past
• few months.
knowledge of the store."
the imestigating committee voted
Senator Reginald Collins. tempo- i
ears' chairman of the committee set 1 :-s• the Student Senate i.. composed of
up by the Senate to investigate the . the followiag -eitator,: Reginald ColBookstore. announced Tuesday that lin'. Paul Mel.ead. Carlton Hurd.
the action of the committee would \VMona .lore-,head. and Kathleen
not he an investigation in the general Vickery.
Collins said the committee plans
sense of the word.
I to study bookstoras at other schools
Collins Reports
Senator Collins reported, "It is a to sae how they operate and to make
re-evaluation of the objectives of the recommendations to better the serminister living with the Morells: and
bookstore in an attempt to determine vice of the Maine bookstore,
Margaretmary McCann as Prosertine
Garnett. Miller's sccretars.
Mrs. Werner. who has appeared
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he playing in her fourth \Logue production of the season.
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Jenkins To Retire After
Brilliant Coaching Career
By Dias Comesos

The last chapter in a fabulous
success story will he written this
Spring.

1 he announcement Wednesday that
Chester A. Jenkins, track and cross
country coach at Maine for the past
28 years, will retire in June. sent observers scorning to the record books.
And with good reason. for Jenkins'
record. compiled during 45 years as
coach, is a truly enviable one.
His overall won and lost record in
outdoor and indoor dual meets is 139
wins, 49 losses, and 2 ties. He has
coached live Olympic track men, including Don Favor, and Bob Bennett.
Maine weightmen.
"Chet" Jenkins came to Maine in
1928 from Bates and immediately set
a victory pattern. His great '28-'29
team copped the New England cross
country title, went undefeated in dual
indoor and outdoor meets and climaxed the season by winning the
(Continued on Page Six)
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4 Mayoralty Candidates
Toss Hats Into Ring
Two freshmen and two sophomores have thrown their hats into
the mayoralty ring as the annual campaign for campus mayor gets
underway. Robert W. Gardner and Ronald Hurd, both freshmen,
and Donald Ashton and Ronald Burnham, sophomores, have signified their intentions to run for the position by filing with the
Mayoralty Committee.
Inauguration of the new campus
mayor will be one of the highlights
of the annual Maine Day celebration
May 9. The filing deadline for candidates is May I. Candidates must
register with Joe Boomer, present
mayor, or a member of the Mayoralty Committee before that date.
Float Parade
A float parade with "Yankee Yarns"
as its theme, a student-faculty skit,
athletic events, and an interfratemity
sing will be other Maine Day highlights.
Maine Day, which falls on a
Wednesday, is a day off from classes
so that students and faculty can participate in a general campus clean-up
and engage in the fun of campus activities.
The float parade tops the agenda
with applications already pouring in.
The deadline was set for April 18.
On April 17, only five entries had
been received, but at the last an-

nouncement the number had mounted
to 21.
Floats will be judged by seven members of the administration and faculty
on the aptness of the theme, originality, effectiveness, and craftsmanship.
Campaign Rules
Campaigning tor mayor under the
rules set up by the Committee will
be allowed from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00
a.m. and from 5:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.,
"Moments to Remember" is the title
for the 1956 Student-Faculty Skit.
Hilarious take-offs on such things
as Freshman Week, Fraternity Rushing, and even Finals will be portrayed
in the skit.

Lithographs In
Carnegie Exhibit

Orono, Maine, April 26, 1956

Educational Conference Will
Discuss University TV Station

Prof. Vincent Hartgen, head of the
The Educational Television Association of Maine will sponsor
University's Art department, has arranged an exhibit of thirty colored a conference here Friday to discuss plans for the establishment of a
lithographs in the print room of University television station.
Carnegie Hall for April. The lithoInvitations have been sent to manysion on ETV, "The State and ETV."
graphs are by Jack Perlmutter of persons throughout the state, but
Professor Carl Blake, department of
Washington, D. C.
University's
electrical engineering.
officials have stressed the fact that the
Perlmutter was born in 1920 in
"Engineering
Questions Involved in
interested in
New York City, where he received meetings are open to all
Establishing an ETV Station."
TV.
Educational
his early training in art. He served
Henry Gerrish, chairman, "Plans for
Henry Gerrish, Dover-Foxcroft,
in the U. S. Navy during the war
Financing
the Construction of a StaEducational
Televiyears, and now works as a lithographer president of the
tion."
for the Navy Department. He is on sion Association of Maine, will preside
Dr. Constance Warren, president
the staff of Wilson Teachers College at the afternoon session at 3 in the
emeritus of Sarah Lawrence College,
and is in charge of their art gallery. Oakes room, Library.
In Many Collections
Speakers and their subjects for the "The Potential of ETV."
At a dinner to be held in Estabrooke
Paintings and graphic arts by Perl- afternoon session are as follows:
Hayden Anderson, of the State De- Hall at 6:30 p.m., Dr. Arthur A.
mutter are to be found in numerous
partment of Education, Augusta, "In- Hauck, president of the University,
collections.
will speak briefly.
School
Use of ETV."
"Like many of our contemporaries,
Dr. Mark R. Shibles, dean of the
Perlmutter uses a traditional medium
in a uniquely personal manner," Pro- University's School of Education,
Union Movie
fessor Hartgen said. "One might say "ETV and Adult Education."
The movie at the Union this
his finished products have all of the
Owen Brewster, Dexter, "The Citibrilliance of the serigraph, but at the zen and ETV."
weekend will be "Lost Horizon"
same time possess the freedom and
Senator Wilmot F. Dow, Waldo- starring Ronald Cohnan, Jane
flexibility of the lithograph-crayon." boro, chairman of the State Commis- Wyatt, and Thomas Mitchell.

OIL
At what location
would I
work for
Du Pont?

Midnight, May 7, is the dead
line for filing applications for the
Selective Service College Qualification tests. The test is scheduled
for May 17. Applications may be
obtained at the office of the Dean
of Men, 205 Library.

•

RENT—Summer
Formals With
Stain-Shy Finish

18

•
Gaylord E. Moss expects to receive his B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Tufts College in 1957. His interest in electronics was
aroused, in part at least, by summer work in Du Pont's Photo
Products Plant at Parlin, N. J. But Gaylord's interest in technical work goes much farther back. He received the Bausch and
Lomb Science Award at his high-school graduation.
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Kenneth Roberts, University freshman, won the Orono Junior Chamber
of Commerce Road-e-o here saturday.
Roberts received the highest total
score on the written quiz and skill
test. He will compete in the State
Road-e-o scheduled for the University,
Saturday, May 5.
Second place was also won by a
University freshman, William Bridges.

Old Town

Coil

Club T

Teen Age Road-e-o
Is Won By Freshman

•

Orono, Ma

•

Where would you want to work, Gay? The choice
isn't quite so wide as that reply indicates, but if you
have good reason for preferring a given area, and
Du Pont has an opening there for which you're
qualified, your choice will certainly be considered.
We have 69 plants and over 70 research and development laboratories scattered through 26 states.
So the odds are pretty fair that you can work in an
area you like.
Most of the Du Pont units are situated east of the
Mississippi, but some of them are as far west as the
Pacific Coast. Right now, new plants are under construction in Michigan and California, providing even
wider choice in those two states.
Of course, a man may be transferred after a time.
The chemical industry is a growth industry, and
transfers are generally associated with progress and
promotions.
So you see, Gay, the geography of the United
States is pretty much an open book for Du Pont
professional men, adding a lot to their interest and
enjoyment on the job.

Clayton B. Hill, Jr., joined Du Pont's Jackson
Laboratory at Deepwater, N.J., in 1940 and left
for the Air Corps in 1942. After military service
he obtained a B.S.Ch.E.from Pennsylvania State
University (1949),and returned to Jackson Laboratory. Clayton was assigned to Du Pont's
Atomic Energy Division for a period before transferring to the Personnel Division. As a representative of this Division, he currently visits many
colleges and universities.

WANT TO KNOW MORE about where you'd
work with Du Pont? Send for a free copy of
"The Du Pont Company and the College
Graduate." This booklet contains a complete listing of plant and laboratory locations, by state, and describes work available.
Write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc.), 2521 Nemours Building, Wilmington
98, Delaware.

SETTER

THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTS'!
Enjoy "Du Punt Cavalcade Theater" on Television

fine
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Colby College's Dean of Women Pauline Tompkins will be
guest speaker at the annual All
Maine Women society's banquet
Sunday evening at 6 p.m. in
North Estabrooke dining hall.
All Maine Women for 1956-57 will
he tapped at the banquet.
Miss Tompkins' topic will be "Education, for What?"
Dean Tompkins came to Colby College in the fall of 1952 from Wellesley
College where she had been assistant
professor of political science.
Wisconsin Native
The Dean, a native of Rhinelander,
Wisconsin, studied two years at Pine
Manor Junior College, Wellesley.
Mass., before entering Mount Holyoke
College from which she received her
A.B. degree in 1941. She did graduate
work at the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy, Medford, Mass., earning an A.M. degree in 1942 and a
Ph.D. in 1948.

Club To Meet May 2
The Public Management Club
ill hold their final meeting of
the year Wednesday, May 2, at
4:30 p.m. in the FFA room of
the Union. Reports will be turned
in and officers for next 'ear
elected.

Her teaching career includes a year
as graduate assistant in the department
of history, Tufts College; three years
as instructor of history at Pine Manor
Junior College; research associate in
international relations from 1947-49
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology; lecturer in political science,
Wellesley College from 1948-1950,
and appointment in that year as assistant professor of political science.
Mrs. Ingeborg MacKellar of the
University's home economics department will also speak. Jessie Sargent
will be representative speaker from the
society and Ann Cruickshank will
give the freshman response.
Gwen Bryant will be toastmistress
for the formal event.

Eagles, Neai Mathetai
Plan Annual Banquet

For the week of April 23

To

MARY JUNE RENFRO
for her y. ork as Panhellenic president
during the past y ear.

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANINC SERUCE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
Orono 63647

•

Come In!
SEE OUR FINE
ASSORTMENT OF
NEW

SPRING
SPORT
COATS
of new patA fine seleet•
terns and colors, in solids
and fancies. including Harris
Tweed.

22.95 to 39.95
MEN'S

SLACKS
Plain, fancy synthetic and
all wool fabrics ... sizes galore....

7.95 to 18.95

FREESE'S ilEA'S SHOPS

Band, Orchestra, Chorus

No one has been appointed to reThe 12th annual Music Night Conplace Frank Cowan, University Chief
of Police, who died of a heart attack cert in Memorial Gymnasium tonight
April 18, University officials said at 8 p.m. will feature performances
Monday.
by the band, orchestra, and chorus.
According to Francis S. McGuire, This is to be the final concert of the
Director of Plant and Facilities, an current University series.
appointment will probably not be
The band will open the program
made until June first.
with Gluck's overture to "Iphigenia
McGuire said that for a position in Aulis." This will be followed by
of such responsibility there will be the Glee Club's version of Mozart's
many applicants and it will be neces- "Te Deum Laudamus" in celebration
sary to carefully screen them before of the two hundredth anniversary of
his birth.
making a decision.
Until a permanent appointment is 200 To Participate
made J. Carroll Dempsey, SuperinOver 200 students will participate
tendant of Buildings and Grounds, is in the program which will have as
a
handling the office work and Francis special feature the presentation of
the
Brooks, day police officer, is in charge Mu Alpha Epsilon Senior Award.
of general police work.
This award is given annually to the

Hold Funeral For 'Stein Song' Author

Sophomore Eagles for 1956-57 and
new members of Neai Mathetai, honorary freshman women's scholastic
society will be named at the annual
Eagle-Neal Mathetai banquet Wednesday, May 2, at 6 p.m. in Estabrooke
Hall.
20 Freshman women will be tapped
for the Eagles society and 10 top
ranking freshman women will be
chosen to Neal Mathetai.
Miss Margaret Mollison, assistant
alumni secretary, will be speaker.

HILLSO1 ACHIEIEMEIT AWARD

18 Mill Street

Page Thom
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Funeral services for Dr. Adelbert
W. Sprague, 75, co-author of the
"Maine Stein Song," were held last
Friday afternoon at the Clark-Mitchel
Funeral Home in Bangor.
Dr. Sprague, who joined with his
room mate, Lincoln Colcord, to
write the "Stein Song" in 1904 while
an undergraduate at Maine, died at a
Bangor Hospital last Wednesday following a brief illness.
Born In Boston
Born in Boston in 1881, he mos ed

senior who has contributed most to
music on campus during the last four
years.
Winners of the Mu Alpha Epsilon
applied music scholarships for next
year will also be announced at this
time.
The program will include performances of works by such masters as
Giuseppe Verdi, Franz Schubert, and
Johannes Brahms.
In addition the band will play Ralph
Vaughn Williams' "English Folk Song
Suite."
The first of Schubert's works will
feature as soloist Sylvia MacKenzie.
Miss MacKenzie will sing "Ellen's
Second Song," and will be backed up
by the treble voices of the Glee Club
and a brass sextet of four french horns.
Schubert Selections
The second of the Schubert selections, "Night Song in the Forest," is
for male voices and will also make
use of the four french horns.
A group of contemporary works by
the orchestra will follow and will include such works as "Fantasie Mexicana," by Aaron Copland, "Saltarello"
by Frederic Curzon, and "Melodic
Feerique," by Louis Reiz.
To close the program the band,
glee club, and orchestra will combine
to do the "Apotheosis" from Hector
Berlioz' "Grand Symphony."
University students will be admitted
by showing their 1.D. cards, while
the general public may purchase tickets at the door.

to Bangor at an early age and attended
public schools in Corinna and Bangor.
He received a B.S. degree from the
University of Maine in 1905 and in
1907 a Master of Arts degree from
Harvard University.
He was a member of the English
department at Maine for a short time
and in 1916 became chairman of the
Music Department, a position he held
until his retirement in 1949.
Dr. Sprague was a member of Phi
Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa, Kappa
•
Sigma, Mu Alpha Epsilon, and Phi
Mu Alpha.
Formed Maine Band
Pick Up Money At SRA
Dr. Sprague, who founded the UniStudent Religious Association versity of Maine
band, served as presiofficials have requested that Uni- dent of the Maine Music
Supervisors'
Yersity students who have not Conference and president of the Delta
collected money for the sale of Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa at the
their books by the S.R.A. Book- U. of M. He was also advisor for Mu
man in the Union, pick up the Alpha Epsilon, music society at the
Final plans for the Junior Prom
money as soon as possible.
University.
May 4 from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. in Me•
••••••••••4
morial gym were announced this week
by the executive committee of the
YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS
class.
Leroy Holmes and his 14 piece orchestra will play for the event. The
popular band has just released a hit
record of "When You're In Love."
Two songs that the group made famous in past years are "In a Persian
Market Place" and "1 he High and
the Mighty."
April 26-27-28
April 29-30-May I
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Greaver and
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
"OUR MISS BROOKS"
Mr.
and Mrs. John Nichols will be
Walt Disney's
Eye Arden. Don Porter, and
chaperons for the affair. The receiv"THE I.ITTLEST OUTLAW"'
Gale Gordon
ing line will include: President and
Pedro Armendariz and
May 2-3-4
Mrs. Arthur Hauck. Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Calleia
plus
"DIANNE"
Charles Crossland, Dean and Mrs.
"JOHNNY APPLESEED"
Lana Turner, Pedro
Joseph Murray, and Dewey Dow.
Armendariz and Marisa Pavan
In Technicolor
Juniors may pick up their tickets
in the lobby of the Union between
12:45 and 5 p.m. May 2. 3, or 4.
Dress for the dance will be semiformal.
BANGOR
01110NO
Apr. 27-28, Fri. & Sat.
Thurs., Apr. 26
"DEVIL GODDESS"
Howard Keel. Ann Blyth
In Cinentast ope--Excellent
Johnny Weissmuller, Angela
Musical
Stevens
"KISMET"
plus
University President Arthur A.
6:30-8:30
"KING DINOSAUR"
Hauck has announced the appointment of Warren Abbott of Rumford
Bill Bryant. Wanda Curtiss
Fri. & Sat.. Apr. 27-28
E. Perrin Edmunds of Fort Fairand
Crain
George Nader, Jeanne
field to the University's Agricultural
"SECOND GREATEST
Advisory Council.
SEX"
Apr. 29-30-May 1
2:30; 6:30-9:27
Abbott was graduated from Maine
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Also
in 1927 with a B.S. degree in dairy
Mayo
Virginia
"BOY'S PRISON"
Dennis Morgan.
husbandry. Edmunds is a Bowdoin
"PEARL OF THE SOI TH
William Bendix. Stanley
graduate.
College
PACIFIC"
Clements, Hoagy Carmichael
The Agricultural Advisory: Council
3:55-7:55
plus
consists of 10 appointive and four
Sun., Mon., TIIICA.
es-offico members. The Council was
"SO YOUNG,SO BAD"
Apr. 29-30, May I
established in 1943 by the University
Paul Henried. Anne Francis
William Holden. Rosalind
trustees to bring to the agricultural
Russell
interests of the College the advice
"PICNIC"
and counsel of those who have made
.
May 2-3. Wed.& nun,
Sun. Matinee 1:00; 6:30-8:30
a success in farming and home makNiptasi.• & Technicolor
ing.
Wed.& Thurs.. May 2-3
Robert Mitchum. Shelley
"LUCY CALLANT"
a
Winters
When In Bangor stop at
Jane Wyman. Charlton Heston
"TIIE NIGHT OF THE
plus
III .NTF.R"
The
Grill
6:30-9:41
"ESCAPE TO BURMA"
Opposite Dow Field—
Also
Hammond St.
In Technicolor
Richard Conte. Peggie Castle
"TARGET ZERO"
Barbara Stanwyck. Robert
"We Cater to Parties
8:00
Ryan
*nd Banquets"

Plans For Prom
Are Announced

PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY
BIJOU - Bangor

PARK

5

1" 13/1 141)

Abbott Appointed
To Aggie Council
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ecidaitiats
Bookstore Is On Firing Lane
Every so often common gripes are aired by members of the
student body concerning some particular campus utility. When
it is not the food in the cafeteria, it is the coffee in the Bear's
Den, campus police, the athletic department, or the price of
tuition. This week the University bookstore is on the firing line.
The Senate had appointed a committee of five to conduct
a study of the bookstore. As was pointed out in last week's
Senate meeting, this study, or investigation in the literal sense of
the word, is by no means on the same plane as the efforts of
Wisconsin's Senator Joe McCarthy.
Service in the bookstore has been attacked by Senators as
being poor, and there is some discrepancy concerning the price
of books. A study of these points is not only good experience
for Senate members, but represents the student's voice in University affairs. Senate action is a means of price control and a
means of establishing or changing University laws. The General
Student Senate is considered by many to be a do-nothing Senate.
Action by the group in looking into campus affairs shows conscientious concern for student rights.
On the other hand student gripes are periodical. We feel
that everyone is after our money or intends to cheat us in some
other way. What makes it worse for everyone concerned is the
fact that we are getting more independent all the time. This is
good to a point, but when too many toes get stepped on, someone
is going to yell.
The bookstore has served the students at Maine for a long
time and the profits have been devoted to athletics and projects
which have benefited the majority of the student body. We can
not take this contribution lightly. The only way to derive better
service from any campus utility is to cooperate with that utility
and calmly bring up the student complaints with the heads of the
particular department. More will be accomplished in this manner and no one is insulted or has their feelings hurt.

Have Only Two Complaints
It is nearly curtain time for this year's final production of
the Maine Masque, and it looks like another smash in the making. "Candida," a romantic comedy, rounds out a season of
first class entertainment. Our theatrical group approaches the
professional touch as closely as any college or university unit
could possibly hope.
The Maine Masque could have but two complaints concerning attendance. Maine students for some reason lack the
"first-fighter" spirit. Whether we fear crowds, possible flops,
girls, or neckties, something has to give. It does add to the
atmosphere if the campus male faction invites lady friends to
the plays. Those that rave about the expense of such an evening
of higher entertainment never bat an eyelash when dropping an
equal amount of money at "Pat's."
The important critics are the "first-nighters." The word
gets around and the Little Theatre is suddenly too small and
remains that way for the rest of the week. This is the second
possible complaint by the Maine Masque.
A new auditorium is included in President Hauck's long
range program, but until that dream is realized, the Little Theatre
must suffice. Small though it may be, there are no obstructions
and every seat in the house affords easy vision of the stage.
Theatre-goers flock downstairs in Alumni Hall at intermission and the adjectives flow like the proberbial wine. If the
University theatre group continues to polish its untarnished reputation, its followers of tomorrow will be overflowing the new
auditorium.

nil-. si tiNl
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To Hold Historic Procession
BY BEA E FON LIE

Tomorrow, we will see 250 University faculty and honorary scholastic society members in procession. robed in full academic regalia.
The tradition behind such a procession goes back to the Middle Ages.
Because halls of medieval buildings
were damp and drafty the students.
who were largely monks and priests.
had to wear robes. To these robes
were attached hoods that could be
thrown back or pulled over the head
according to weather conditions.
First Used In England

This type of dress as academic
ceremonial regalia was first used in
England at Oxford and Cambridge.
Some of the most elaborate and colorful robes. originating at Oxford. were
made of richly ornamented and heavily embroidered silks.
Characteristic of this European
tradition is the great variety of costumes. Cambridge has some 30 or
more different style robes. The type
of costume is determined by the individual institution, a system full of
contradiction and confusion.
American academic apparel is better organized. The style of the gown
and the size and shape of the hood
tell us the college degree held by the
wearer. As we watch the procession
tomorrow we will be able to tell at
a glance the bachlors. masters and
doctors, and at the same time recognize the university or college where
the degree was obtained.
In 1894 a group of leading American educators—an Intercollgiate Commission made up of a group of leading
American educators—met at Columbia College to draft a code for academic dress. A year later a charter
was granted to Cotrell and Leonard.
Inc.. Albany. N. Y.. to act as sole
Depositary for the Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume. which is
recognized as the authority on all
matters pertaining to academic costume.
Distinctions Simple

The distinctions set up by the Intercollegiate Code are simple.
Gowns for the Bachelor's Degree
have a semi-stiff yoke. a lone pleated
front and intricate shirring across the
shoulders and back. The gown is
worn closed and is characterized
chiefly by lone pointed sleeves.
Masters' gowns have the same yoke
effect but are designed to be worn
open. They have very long sleeves.
oblong in shape, with an arc cut out
at the bottom of the front. The oblong is closed at the base and the
forearm protrudes through a notched
slit near the elbow.

LITTLE

MAN ON CAMPUS

The gown for the Doctor's degree
is also designed to be worn open. but
it carries velvet panels draped around
the neck and stitched down the front
edges. These panels widen to five
inches at the chest and are carried at
this width all the way down to the
hem. Three horizontal velvet bars are
stitched on the upper arm of the full.
round, bell-shaped sleeves. This velvet trimming may be either black or
the color distinctive of the faculty to
which the degree refers.
Gowns for both the Master's or
Doctor's degrees are preferably silk.
Caps may be scree. broadcloth, or
for the Doctor's outfit only, velvet; the
tassel of the Doctor's cap may be
gold bullion.
Hood Outstanding
In American academic dress the
most outstanding feature of all is the
hood. The outside of the hood and
that of the Master's Degree is similar.
The outside of the hood is made of
black material which is bordered with
velvet of the color designating the
reading of the degree. The higher the
degree the wider the border.
The inside of the hood is lined with
the color or colors of the institution
which conferred the degree. Some
hoods, like those of the University of
Maine. have a solid color lining.
Mrs. Ingeborg MacKellar. M.S..
Maine, 1951. assistant professor of
home economics, wears an open gown
with a hood lined in light blue and
bound with a three-inch gold band
designating science.
Those of some other universities pi
colleges, however, have what is calle.1
a chevron, or wide stripe, of another
color across the background color.
example of this is the gown which
be worn by Dr. John J. Nolde. Ph.D.,
Cornell University. 1950. assistant
professor of history and government.
Nolde will wear the open gown of
an academic doctor, His hood is
lined with cardinal and two white
chevrons bound with blue velvet indieating philosophy.
Some institutions use a device
called a "Partiper Chevron." This
makes use of one color in the upper
part of the lining, another in the
lower part. Washington and Jefferson College uses this type of lining.
in order to prevent two or more
schools choosing the same colors or
combination of colors, the Bureau
acts as a clearing house.
If more than one degree is held, the

by
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gown and hood of the higher degree
are naturally worn. Two degrees of
equal importance can be shown by
dividing the velvet between the two
identifying colors, but the lining car,
show only one conferring institution
For example, President Arthur
A. Hauck holds 12 honorary deHe wears, however, the
hood of a doctor's degree, lined

grees.

with light blue with two white
chevrons from Columbia University which conferred his Ph.D. in
1932. The hood is bound with
a 5-inch band of the light blue
of philosophy.

Holders of foreign degrees may
wear hoods patterned on the American Code but lined with the national
colors. For example, Dr. Cecil Reynolds, associate professor of English,
holds a B.S. and a B.A. from Mount
Allison. 1926-27. He also holds a
B.Litt. from Oxford, 1929. He wears
a bachelor's gown. The hood is light
blue silk, half-lined and edged with
ermine white fur of Oxford. His
costume designates his most recent
degree. Dr. Alfred G. Pellegrino.
Ph.D., Universite de Montreal, wears
a hood of violet with white edging.
In assigning colors signifying various departments of colleges in the
U.S.. the Intercollegiate Commission
retained, as far as practicable, historical associations. White for the department of arts is taken from the
white fur edging of the Oxford hood.
red, traditional color of the church.
.is assigned to theology:

Mad Bay,
To the editor;
I would like to offer a suggestion
that we change the spelling of the
"Bear's Den" just a little so that it
reads "Bare's Den." Decoratively it
runs a poor second to a city morgue'
Nowhere have I seen a college snackbar that was more drab and cold appearing. Sure it is modern, neat, and
clean looking but it lacks any warmth
or spirit.
Why don't we get together and put
some life into the place by having pictures painted on the walls and/or
hanging fraternity and sorority banners. The paintings, for example,
could be of a humerous nature such
as take-offs on college life. They
might bring out subjects representative
of the University like the words to
the "Stein Song," or what would be
more appropriate than having bears
prodding about the walls indulging in
characteristic activities?
These are but a few of the many
possible ideas and I bet many more
are milling through your head right
now. We could form an interested
group to compile these ideas through
canvassing or voting and then go to
work.
As for the cost, surely there must
be many people around campus with
artistic talents that would gladly pitch
in and do a fine job of painting, without wanting to be reimbursed. If and
when we tire of these paintings it
would only be a matter of covering
them over and replacing them with
new ones.
There is one other thing which I
would like to bring up which I'm sure
most all of you have complained about
at some time or another. That is the
complaint you can't hear the jute-box
much past the first five rows of tables.
especially when the place becomes
crowded. Why can't some of the
electrical enthusiasts hook up another
speaker at the other end of the Den
so we can all enjoy it and get our
money's worth.
Is anyone with me on these suggestions or shall we just change the
name and buy ear-horns?
a.
FRANK LISBON

II. EVERYONE —REMEMBER I%0*WED WV A Tf61'VW

P.S. How about some more chairs
so we can all have a seat during assembly period!

LU
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gar-jell: 'Tender Trap' Features Ball
By HULLY MAHER
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Peter Burbank and his date Judy White, right, and Donald
Smith and his date, center foreground, were among couples attending the annual Pan-Hell Ball last Friday evening in the Main
Lounge of the Union. The trumpeter at left is a member of Nat
Diamond's orchestra which played for dancing at the ball.
(Photo by Johnson(

Although last weekend was a fairly quiet one on the whole, a few
groups held up the social end of
campus life.
Friday night Panhellenic Council
sponsored its annual Spring ball in
the main lounge of the Memorial
Union. The decoration theme was
"The Tender Trap." Couples entered
the dance floor through an oversized
heart. Music was by Nat Diamond's
popular orchestra. Dress was informal.
Guests of Panhellenic were President and Mrs. Arthur Hauck, Dean
Edith Wilson, Dean and Mrs. John
Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Jones,
Dean and Mrs. Joseph Murray, Dr.
and Mrs. Frank Dalton and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Crossland.
During intermission a musical program was presented. At midnight
there was an old-fashioned waltz contest, won by Judy and Don Pendleton. Charlotte Bourret and Murray
MacDonald were co-chairmen of the
ball.

MIVIM! LOVE THOSE LUCKY DROODLES!
WHAT'S THIS?
THERE'S A SHINING EXAMPLE of smok-

For answer, see
paragraph at right.

ing enjoyment in the Droodle at left:
Lucky-smoking couple on moonlight
drive. Lucky smokers always enjoy better taste, because Lucky Strike means
fine tobacco—mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste better.
So get on the beam—light up a Lucky
yourself. You'll say it's the best-tasting
cigarette you ever smoked!
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"College sometimes delays a man's
education for four years."

CRAIG
The Tailor
Specializing in
Dependable
Service

• Cleaning
• Pressing
• Repairing
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Lesley Sprague. A jam session by
musician members of the house was
followed by dancing to records. Social chairman Dick Day was in charge.
Theta Chi also entertained Saturday night. Charles Patrick, social
chairman, was in charge of the informal vic dance. Chaperons were
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Gillespie and
Mrs. Estelle Philbrook.
The pledges of Delta Zeta presented
a minstrel show for the actives
Wednesday night in South Estabrooke
Recreation Room. End-men were
Sandra Steward, Eleanor Bryant,
Mabel Spinney and Elinor Luce.
The following special acts were
presented: Donna Chadbourne, saxophone solo; Gladys Mersereau and
Janet Hill, tap-dance routine; Liz
Collins, vocal solo; and Leslie Spalding, oral interpretation.
Interlocutor was Hazel Gray and
the cast was supported by a chorui
of eight girls. The committee included Mabel Spinney, refreshments;
Leslie Spalding, favors. and Hazel
Gray, program.
PINNED: Eleanor Bryant to
Malcolm Young, Theta Chi; Peggy
Daigle to James Moore, Phi Gamma
Delta; Patricia Twitchell to Rodney
Shaw, Sigma Nu: Suzanne Audette
to Edward MaeGibbon. Phi Eta Kappa: Sandra Foster to Charles Murch.
Theta Chi.
ENGAGED: Rhoda Wood to Eugene Frederick. Tau Kappa Epsilon:
Jane Farwell to John Russell, Phi
Gamma Delta: Charlotte Brackett
to Roger Ridley, Phi Eta Kappa.
MARRIED: Carol Scott to Donald
Littlefield. Phi Eta Kappa.
ENGAGED: Maureen Blacker,
Toronto. Ontario, to William Chandler, Lambda Chi Alpha: Joanne Blanchard. Simmons College, to Chester
Woodman; Sally Horne, Newton,
Mass.. to Fred Lyon. Tau Kappa
Epsilon.
PINNED: Anne Martin to Burrill
Bridge, Alpha Tau Omega.

DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price
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Alpha Gamma Rho played host to
visiting chapters Saturday night at a
banquet. Following the banquet,
there was a dance in the main lounge
of the Memorial Union. Approximately 70 couples danced to the music of Dale Whitney's band. Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Howes and Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
Brugman. Dress was informal. Chairman of the dance was Ronald Burnham.
Also Saturday night. about 40
couples attended Phi Kappa Sigma's
engagement party. The honored
guests at the vic dance were Mary
Ann Holt and Rick Starbird, Joan
Williams and Bob Hutchinson, Lois
Richardson and Bill Hammond and
Nancy Wakely and Dave Schlieper.
Dr. and Mrs. John Nichols and Mrs.
Gatchell were chaperons. Jack Laing
was in charge.
Lambda Chi held a Poverty Party
Saturday night, Couples dressed especially for the occasion in their oldest clothes. Chaperons were Mr. and
Mrs. Russell M. Bailey and Mrs.

COMMERCIAL BANKING

Students!

EARN
1591

CIGARETTES

Cut yourself in on the Lucky
Droodle gold mine. We pay $25
for all we use—and for a whole
raft we don't use! Send your
Droodles with descriptive titles.
Include your name,address,college and class and the name and
address of the dealer in your college town from whom you buy
cigarettes most often. Address:
Lucky Droodle, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N.Y.

TEPEE AFTER
HEAVY SNOW
Donald Shelby
U. of Texas

GRANDMOTHER
HEADING FOR CHURCH
David Fortsch
Idaho State

SEVERE
EARTHQUAKE
Tom Rummler
Yale

3-COURSE DINNER
AS SEEN BY ANTEATER
Marcia Hanson
Middlebury

BIG INK BLOT;
SMALL BLOTTER
Dona;.i Knudsen
Horiurd

GOALPOSTS AFTER
FOOTBALL GAME
James Morgan, Jr.
West Virginia U.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER- Cleaner, Freshet;Smoother!
CA. T. C.F.
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SERVING
EASTERN
MAINE
TRUSTS AND ESTATES
You are invited to join your
friends and neighbors in becoming a customer of this modern banking institution.
Open an account today and
enjoy our friendly and eilleismt
services.
An amount with a programsive bank is considered good
business.
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Tennis Team
Coach Jenkins Will Step Down
To Face Rams

Union Calendar
FRIDAY, APRIL 27
Bangor, Movie,7 & 9 P.m.
Lown, Phi Kappa Phi, 5:30-6:30 p.m.
FFA. Phi Beta Kappa,6-7:15 p.m.
Davis. Student-Faculty Relations,
4-5 p.m.
Main Lounge, Dance—Neuman
Club, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY, APRIL 28
Bangor, Movie,7 & 9 P.m.
Bangor, Maine Chapter, Teachers of
French. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Bumps, Union Planning Committee,
8:30 a.m.-12 noon
Women's Lounge, French Teachers,
10:30 a.m.-12 noon
Women's Lounge, Faculty Arts,
8-10 a.m.
Main Lounge. Dance,8 p.m.
Lobby, French Teachers, 10:30 a.m.12 noon
SUNDAY, APRIL 29
Bangor, Foreign Film, 3 p.m.
Bangor, MCA,7-9 p.m.
Lown, International Club, 7:30-9:30
P.m.
MONDAY,APRIL 30
Bangor, Maine Extension Association, All Day
Bangor. Owl Interviews, 7-8 p.m.
Lown, Dancing School. 3:30-5:30
p.m.
Lown. Delta Zeta, 7-9:30 p.m.
FFA,Pi Beta Phi, 6:45-9:30 p.m.
:Iavis. Sponsoring Board, 4-5:30 p.m.
TUESDAY,MAY 1
Bangor, Maine Extension Association. All Day
Bangor. Owl Inter‘io‘s. 7-8 p.m.
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(Continued from Page One)
Maine and New England track and
Having completed their best road field championships.
trip in five years, Maine's tennis team
The result of this victory pattern
is busy prepping for a Yankee Confer- has been twelve State cross country
ence match with Rhode Island here championships, two Yankee Conference cross country titles, six New
Saturday.
The local net-workers topped Con- England crowns. The Pale Blue have
necticut 5-3, tied Rhode Island 3-3, in won 14 state outdoor meets, and
a match halted by rain, and lost to claimed New England Trophies in
New Hampshire, 5-4. At Kingston, 1929-1930.
Jenkins-coached clubs have also
the Bears needed but one game in
doubles competition to move ahead figured prominently on the national
scene. The 1928 cross country team
when the rains came.
finished
second in the nationals. Twice
Russell Pleased
his teams have been second in the
Coach Garland Russell was highly IC4A, five times they have been
pleased with the club's performance. among the first five, and 15 times
"The boys played extremely well. We among the top ten. In 1939, Maine
had a definite advantage this year in freshman harriers brought home the
that we were able to put together national championship.
some capable doubles teams. We are
Of the many highlights that have
looking forward to the return engage- dotted his career. Jenkins considers
ment with Rhode Island."
the record-breaking performances of
Captain Don Mott won two of three Bennett during the outdoor season of
matches at the number one doubles 1940 most memorable. In successive
slot, and showed ability to come from meets, Bennett broke the national colbehind on several occasions. Sopho- legiate, state, New England, and naEleven regular and three substitute more Bob McKown took both of his tional AAU records in the hammer.
cheerleaders will be chosen at tryouts singles matches.
His national college and AAU marks
Thursday, May 10, at 7 p.m. in Memorial gymnasium.
Cheerleading practice for women
students interested in trying out Thursday evening, May 10, will be held
May 1 and May 3 from 7-9 p.m. in
Memorial Gymnasium. On both evenings the present cheering squad will
be present to teach cheers to women
interested in trying out.
Bangor, Mrs. Maine,8 p.m.
Lown, Senate, 7-10 p.m.
Bumps,4-H Club, 7-8:30 p.m.
FFA, Dancing School, 4:30-5:30 p.m.
FFA.IMAA,7-8 p.m.
Tolman. MOC,7-8:30 p.m.
1912. IVCF,6:45-7:50 p.m.
Davis, Outing Club, 8-10 p.m.
Main Lounge, Senate Administration
Coffee, 7-10:15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY,MAY 2
Bangor, M Club,7-8:30 p.m.
Lown, AAUW,7 p.m.
FFA. Aggie Engineers, 7-9 p.m.
Tolman,Sailing Club,7-9 p.m.
Davis, Maine Day,7-8:30 p.m.
THURSDAY,MAY 3
1912, Sailing Club,7-8 p.m.
Davis, AOPi, 8:30-10 p.m.

Name Cheerleaders
At May 10 Tryouts

still stand.
Dr. Rome Rankin, director of athletics at the University, expressed the
school's appreciation for Coach Jenkins' long and outstanding service.
"Chester Jenkins' retirement will mark
the end of a wonderful era in University of Maine athletics," Rankin
said. "His coaching record has been
outstanding and he will be greatly
missed here at the University and in
state and New England athletic circles.
We wish him the very best of luck and
much happiness in his retirement."
Ted Curtis, faculty manager of
athletics, and closely associated with
Jenkins for the past 26 years, commented: "Coach Jenkins' retirement
will leave a large vacancy here at
Maine. Not only was he a fine coach,
but also a wonderful person, known
and respected by his colleagues
throughout the east.

People Sae/ —
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A Campus-to-Career Case History

The seating capacity for Memorial
Gym is 2850. The grandstands at
Alumni Field holds over 12.000.
44

Orono Bike & Hobby Center
Corner Main & Mill Sts.
ORONO

PHOTOGRAPHY—
Cameras—Film—Papers & Chemicals—
Developing Service
ART SUPPLIES—
Watercolors, Oils, Poster Supplies,
Papers, Frames, Art Equipment
IIOBBIES—
Supplies, Construction Kits. Model
Airplanes & Trains

PAY US A VISIT— SOON!

ITTEIT101. SPORTS MS
'-ere is your Official Entry Blank for the Maine Campus
State Track Meet Contest. Take advantage of this
opportunity to win Cash Prize!
BATES WILL SCORE

points

BOWDOIN WILL SCORE

points

COLBY WILL SCORE

points

MAINE WILL SCORE

points

CONTEST RULES
I.

The contest is open to all students regularly enrolled at
the University, except members of the track team and
persons on the Campus staff.
All entries must be deposited in either the box on the
news counter in the Memorial Union building or the box
in the book store by ten o'clock Saturday morning, May 5.

3.

The decisions of the judges will be final, and any ties \‘,11
be awarded one-half of the prize money.

4. Prizes for the contest shall be: FIRST PRIZE—$25.00,
SECOND PRIZE—$15.00, THIRD PR1ZE—$10.00.

Winfield Giguere, here tuning the coils of an IF strip on an experimental
Fil receirer that uses the new high-frequency transistor.

"Our business is new ideas, new developments"
Winfield J. Gigucre. or Giggs as he is
known, graduated in 1954 from the University of New Hampshire with a B.S.
in Electrical Engineering. Shortly after
graduation he joined Bell Telephone Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey.
"Experience has come my way in a
hurry." says Giggs. "I've worked on
carrier system amplifiers, speech transmission problems, and experimental
types of coaxial cable. The Labs are always pushing ahead. trying new ideas,
exploring new developments.
"For example. right now I'm working
with 'the transistor that smashed a fre-

quency barrier.' This new transistor has
a cut-off frequency of at least 500 mc and
can be used to amplify 2500 separate
telephone conversations simultaneously.
It will make possible broadband, highfrequency amplification in many fields
using subminiature components.
"There are thousands of other fascinating projects underway at the Bell Labs.
You see, at the Labs our business is new
ideas. new developments, and that's one
reason why I like working here. It's exciting. If there are better ways to communicate, you can bet the Labs are looking
for them."

Win field Giguere is typical of the many young men
%Ito are finding careers in Bell Telephone Laboratories. Many other career opportunities exist in
the Bell Telephone Companies, Western Electric
and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer
has more information about these companies.

Bell
Telephone
System

Orono, Main
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Maine Golfers
Host To Rhody

Bears Have Disastrous
Trip; Face Rhode Island
Here In Yankon Clash

Coach Charlie Emery's golfers host
Rhode Island Saturday at the Penobscot Valley Country Club. Tee-off
DON COOKSON
time is It a.m.
The Pale Blue will be looking for
(Sports Editor)
BY JOE MCCARTHY
their first victory. Rhode Island
dropped the Bears 5-2 last Thursday
Maine's Black Bears will attempt to even their won-lost record
at Kingston.
as they make their home debut Saturday afternoon at 2:30. The
Despite successive losses to the Maine club will host Rhode Island in their third Yankee Conference
novel.
charming
Shulberg's
Many thousands have read Budd
Rams and Connecticut, the southern game of the season.
**What Makes Sammy Run?" We rephrased this title, mentally, to trip was not without bright spots.
After a disastrous Southern New and six errors. At the plate, the Bear5
-What Makes Trackmen Run?" while awaiting the gun for the two- Sophomore Ron LeClair played England
trip, the Anderson team will were able to pick up only two singles
mile at the Maine-Boston College meet Saturday.
brilliantly to notch two of the club's take a 3 and 4 record into the game. According to Anderson, Connecticut
Our mental juggling act was inspired by the presence of three four wins in match play. LeClair Gus Folsom will handle the pitching is the best club he expects to face this
Maine men at the starting line—Paul Firlotte, Dave Gould. and downed Dinger of Rhode Island 3 chores for Maine. Folsom went all year.
At Kingston Maine dropped their
Ray Holmes. Each has figured prominently in Coach Jenkins' track and 2. and followed with a 4 and 2 the way against the Rhody in a losing
and cross country plans this year. And each had competed in events win over Kopsick of UConn Friday. cause last Saturday. Folsom allowed fourth game, 5-3.
Folsom's pitching effort was treseven hits, only one after the fourth
outside University domain just two days prior—Firlotte and Holmes Getehell Wins
Anderson felt that mendous. Gus fanned eight Rams
inning.
Coach
Steve
Getchell
beat
Winseck
of
in the Portland Boys Club "babython." Gould in the Boston MaraConnecticut, 5 and 4, while Joe Bene- with a couple of breaks Maine would while giving up only four bases on
thon.
balls. Don Beattie banged out two
detto topped Morgenstern of Rhody have won the game.
hits and knocked in a run to lead the
What prompts a man to run five miles for a title, or
Many Errors
in the other Maine wins.
twenty-six miles for a laurel wreath? For that matter,
The results: at Rhode Island, ButThe story of the Southern trip can Bears at the plate. Becker and Wojcik
even
or
mile,
half-mile,
what prompts a man to run the
ler (RI) over Howard (M) 6 and 4, be summed up in two words—walks found the range on Folsom's curves
for two hits apiece.
quarter-mile? Most of us find it difficult to walk, let alone
LeClair (M) over A. Dinger (RI) 3 and errors. The Maine moundsmen
and 2. D. Dinger (RI) over Getchell issued a total of 27 free tickets. In the
run, to the corner drugstore.
Bear Averages
the Bears again fell apart. The
Glory? The glory achieved by runners is at best, fleeting. (M), 5 and 4, Rosen (RI) bested field,
AB H
Pct.
12
chances
to
get
defensemen bobbled
With the possible exception of John Landy, Roger Bannister, Bob Lynch (M), 2 and 1, Benedetto(M) the pitchers into even deeper holes. Davis. inf
2
1
.500
Richards, and Parry O'Brien, the names of prominent track stars topped Morgenstern (RI) 1 up, HamBanco, of
25 10
.400
merdand (RI) beat Fogg (M) 2 up, In the first game of the trip Northof our own era are obscure to the majority of fans.
Folsom, p
2
.400
5
the
eastern
scored
eight
big
runs
in
and Greenhalgh (RI) over Sterritt
.384
At Maine. students stay away from meets in droves. (M) 6 and 4.
first inning. The Bears battled back Wright. inf
26 10
to take the lead 9-8 in the top of the LoCicero,
23 8
.348
Certainly,our trackmen cannot be accused of running for
At Connecticut, Marchetti (C)
sixth. Northeastern bounced right Carroll, p
6
2 .333
acclaim.
public
or
applause
bested Howard (M) 5 and 4, Le- back in their half of the sixth with
Beattie, inf
27
7 .260
Rewards? College trackmen are strictly amateurs. Ask Avery elair (M) edged Kopsick (C) 4 and
runs. Maine picked up two more Scribner. inf
.258
31
8
Brundage. Better still, ask Wes Santee. True, many outstanding 2, Get4hell (M) topped Winseck four
in the seventh but were unable to List, of
31
7
.226
the
rescholarships.
But
athletic
cindermen are beneficiaries of
(C) 5 and 4, Jakubec (C) over even the score as Ford shut them out
27 6 .222
Toothaker, of
wards in the form of professional contracts that await baseball, Lynch (M) 4 and 2, Olsen (C) over the rest of the way.
Soychak,
inf
27
4 .148
football, basketball players are virtually non-existent. How many Benedetto (M) 4 and 3, Kearns (C) Against Connecticut (18-0). it was Mancini, inf
7 0 .000
and
Frodette
(M)
1
up.
beat Fogg
just too much UConn hitting and
professional track stars can you name?
6 0 .000
McClare, p
pitching coupled with 14 Maine walks
At Maine, we reward our trackmen with letters. We (C) took Sterritt (M) 5 and 3.
Waite, inf
.000
5 0
doubt that this is the principal reason that compels the
3 0 .000
Nicholson, p
Goulds. Firlottes, and Mimeses to compete.
2 0 .000
Yoder, inf
If not for glory, if not for reward, why do they run? Could
2 0 .000
kostv,

By

0

the reason be that they love the sport?
It could be. and is.
GOOD NEWS—It's contest time on campus! No, we're not
interested in ice-out time at Little Papoose Pond, but we are interested in your ability to predict the outcome of the State Track Meet
to be held here May 5.
In cooperation with a very generous alumnus who prefers to
remain anonymous, the Campus is sponsoring a giant "Score-ItYourself" contest.
All you have to do is sit down. unlax, pull up a pencil and
go to work on the entry blank that appears on page 6.
Easy? You bet it is! But we caution you to check carefully
the results of recent dual meets involving the four Maine colleges.
The competition will be real keen!
Three prizes will be awarded-25 crisp one dollar bills to the
winner, 15 to the runner-up, and 10 to the third place contestant.
Collection points for entry blanks have been established at
the University bookstore and the newscounter in the Union.
The deadline for all entries is ten—that's 10 a.m.—the morning of May 5.
Don't delay—snip and fill your entry today.
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Blue Thinciads Blast BC,
Move To Durham Sat.

Maine's track team made an auspicious outdoor debut Saturday, clipping Boston College, 105-30.
Pole Vault-1st place, tie between
Middle distance ace Dick Law and
weightman Bill Johnson scored double Hastings and Schroeder of Maine;
wins as the Bears triumphed with the 3rd—Rearick (M). Height: 12-2.
"firstest and the mostest." Maine took
Hammer Throw—Won by Bill Johnfirsts in 12 of the 15 events.
son (M), 2nd—Bickford (M), 3rd—
Bears Sharp
Higgine (BC). Distance: 159 feet, 8
The Bears were sharp despite recent inches.
weather conditions that had limited
Broad Jump—Won by Finch (M).
them to nine practice sessions.
2nd—A. Johnson (M). 3rd—Varner
Well-satisfied with his team's per- (M). Distance: 22 feet. 5% inches.
formance, Coach Chester Jenkins Javelin—Won by Cal Bickford (M).
singled out Karl Kraske for special 2nd—Higgins (BC), 3rd—Thibodeau
mention. The lanky senior finished (M). Distance: 160 feet, 1 inch.
hand in hand with Law in the 880.
High Jump-1st (three-way tie),
It was Kraske's first win in varsity Thibodeau, Cooper, Stinson, all of
competition. Dave Maxey, upset win- Maine. Height: 5 feet. 8 inches.
ner in the 440 in 52.4, was also praised
Discus—Won by Bill Johnson (M),
by Jenkins.
2nd—Hastings (NI), 3rd—Gass(NI).
The veteran Maine coach told the Distance: 128 feet, 81
/
2 inches.
Campus that he was "pleasantly surMile Run—Won by Dick Law (M),
prised" by the Bears' heavy scoring 2nd—Firlotte (M), 3rd—MacDonald
in the dashes. "1 did considerable (BC). Time: 4 minutes. 35.5 seconds.
experimenting in the 100. and 220," 440—Won by David Maxey (M).
he admitted.
2nd—Krysovic (BC), 3rd—NIurmane
Rod Spearin streaked home the vic- (BC). Time: 52.4 seconds.
100-Yard Dash—Won by Spearin
tor in the 100 while Bill Finch was
(M). 2nd—Finch (M), 3rd—Ellis
second in both the 100, 220.
Giant Thurlow Cooper ran his (BC). Time: 10.6.
220-Yard Dash—Won by Krysovic
weight-220, that is—and placed
third, a remarkable feat considering (BC), 2nd—Finch (M), 3rd—Cooper
that Coop had never run the distance (M). Time: 23.2 seconds.
Two-Mile Run-1st place (tie) Furbefore.
row and Firlotte (M), 3rd—Murphy
Frosh Win
In a companion meet, the Maine (BC). Time: 10 minutes. 3.1 secs.
220-Yard Low Hurdles—Won by
frosh humbled the BC yearlings, 7438. Dale Bessey, and Phil Haskell Allard (BC), 2nd—Murmane (BC),
were the pacesetters, Bessey taking the 3rd—Varner (M). Time: 25.6 sec880. and scoring a sensational win in onds.
120-Yard High Hurdles—Won by
the mile, Haskell capturing the 100,
Allard (BC), 2nd—Varner (M). 3rd
and broad jump.
All events were held outdoors with —Stinson (M). Time: 16 seconds.
the exception of the shot, pole-vault, 880-Yard Run-1st (tie) Law and
Kraske, both of Maine, 3rd—Macand broad jump.
Saturday, Maine meets New Hamp- Donald (BC). Time: 2:03.2.
Shot Put—Won by Burchard (M).
shire at Durham. The Pale Blue
1
2-571
/
2 in- 2nd—Gass (M), 3rd—Thibodeau
downed the Wildcats, 68/
(M). Distance: 42 feet. 21
/
2 inches.
doors in February.

Totals

257 65

.253

When interviewed earlier this week,
Anderson said he was hoping for a
couple of good days to get the infield
in condition for Rhode Island. While
the team was on the road and we had
sunny weather, very little work was
done on the diamond. A couple of
groundsmen picked out grass and
weeds one day. But it will take three
days of steady work by a sizeable
crew to get the infield in reasonable
playing shape.

Gould Finishes
In BAA Grind
"Compared to the hills that surround the Bangor area, the Newton
Hills—'Heart-break Hill' included—
were nothing."
The graveyard of many a Marathoner's hopes did not impress Dave
Gould. The Maine sophomore was
one of 164 runners to leave Hopkinton
in the annual Patriot's Day BAA
Marathon Thursday.
Gould, a member of Maine's fine
cross country team that placed seventh
in the Nationals this fall, turned in a
highly creditable performance. finishing 42 and breaking the three hour
mark. 2:51.05.
Antti Viskari, Helsinki, Finland.
won the event in record-breaking time
It was Gould's first attempt at marathoning. and he told the Campus
Saturday that he intends to enter again
next year, and has already formulated
training plans.
"I ran at distances up to 16 miles
in preparation for the BAA event," he
said, but should have increased this."
The Marathon distance is 26 miles,
385 yards.
Gould was forced to walk the last
two miles. Only three men passed
him during that time.
He was the 35th American to finish.
116 of the original 164 starters went
the route.

Paso Eight
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Deita Zeta Initiates Seventeen

Orono. Maine. Api

To Hold Freshman
Recognition Night

To Determine
Best Platoon

2h.

'Ow!s To Interview

Sesenteen women students were inOutstanding nledge awards were
,;:ated into Delia /eta sorority Sun- presented to Dorothy Jewell. Sandra
k..rr.: Deli., Pi honorary education
'..i
ening in North Estahrooke
Steward. and eilads Mersercau. Maly society will hold a Freshman RecogniDonnell is .1
toastmistress and in tion Night for those freshmen in the
ns
,00n ot
,
The initiates were Eleanor Bryant.
College of Education who have shown R01( tit. intent “re unds,‘
charge
of
the
banquet.
')onna Chadbourne. Kathryn Cough7: ViofT,it Ci‘d ,
scholastic achievement Thursday at 7 int: to
in. Elizabeth Collins. Joan Currier.
p.m. in the Union.
ut.r.
-t.
Hazel
Janet Hill. Nlinnie Kinr.. r
Faculty members and the members
h
I
5.
Judith Kittredge. Elinor Luce.
of Kappa Delta Pi will be presant and
Mersereau. Elizabeth Plaisted.
The Offiee ot.s.d Officer Procur- refreshments will be served.
dri4 psi od
:
House. w.!!
I she Snalding. Mabel Spinney. Eve.1
mem
has
The
announced
..t the
commencenew,
fourteen
freshmen
to he hon- he
Is r. Stoens. Sandra Steward. and
.1! 1:-,,p,et:cn and
ored are: Edward Bahino, Jr.. CathNfiliment
dates
for
officer
candidate
Jane N‘elch.
erine Bassett. Dominique Bizier. Jed" KL"ss="Ic ted
schools.
The annual sorori: hanquet in
Eugene Blaisdell, Frank Domingos.
In order to accommodate graduatBillentine Hall followed the intion.
ita Frisbie. Gerald Gordon. Carla
r.
the resisss
1 he
ing seniors who prefer not to wait unLig Speaker
Wheaton Hudson. Jr.. Judith part of a
a -.ong program which
Speakers at the banquet included: til August for entering into the OCS Ann Kittredge. Elizabeth Pope. Evelyn s; ill inelode clas• es,rci,es. and small !
Merle Fenbison. President of Progri.m. the Nas has changed the Stevens. Richard Wescott. and George unit taetics.
the Bangor Delta Zeta Alumnae: Elsa reporting date for OCS Class number Langbehn.
Present plans call for holding 1 ,e
Brackett. resident of Delta /eta: 28 to June IS. 195t,.
resiess en Alumni
If any OCS applicants have pie- Club To Sponsor Film
Sandra Steward. president of the
t":11.:crs ho are esp.cted
inability to report
r:edgeFicirn Stesens. a so- iousi
to a;:end ;he re:iew include Colonel
'
on
rile
June
I
I.
I
but now would like to reIIIN
!Nliiikr.peart:
-c'rin member: and Marthanne BurPatti Craig. infantr. chief inspecting
port on June IN. they may indicate
u ill present the
je "Pri, w. past president of Delta Zeta.
lz. Colonel Vs tItan H. Kuhn.
The Rose Cererno”s v. nrcsent,2,1 this hr writing to: Office of Naval sate Life of Henry The Eighth — ,
!or V1/4 1'1.4.m ILA
antit`trlicer Procurement. Post Office Tuesday. Ma, 1. at 3:30 and 7 [try. Major
Mary Bennett.
FL:roki B. Rol-erts. iniiuiltfing, Post Office Square. Boston p.m. in the Oakes room of the
Frederia.
, F. Cumssachusens.
Library.
infantry.
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The more perfectly packed your
cigarette, the more pleasure it
gives ... and Accu-Ray packs
Chesterfield far more perfectly.

To the touch ... to the taste,
an Accu-Ray Chesterfield satisfies the most ... burns more
evenly, smokes much smoother.

Firm and pleasing to the lips
.. • mild yet deeply satisfying to
the taste —Chesterfield alone is
pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.
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